
Strategies Applied:

Consider making additional Cheese Sauce and using it later in the week for another purpose: souffles, 
croquettes, a dipping sauce. Maximize your time and ingredients.

• Chicken: I never buy full price chicken - it goes on sale too often. Some sales are better than 

others, but usually every few weeks it will drop to $1.69 cents a pound, and I stock up then. I 
prefer bone in breasts over boneless (see Bone-In Chicken Breasts, How to Deal with in a 
Frugal Manner) but I'll buy either bone in or boneless at this price. I portion the chicken in 
Ziploc bags, a breast per person for meals and freeze. If breasts are super large, I'll trim them 
down to about six ounces and make tenders for the kids or use the bits for stir fry. At $1.89 a 
pound, 12 ounces is $1.42.

• Cheese: Cheese is an item that I almost always buy on sale. Often with store specials, coupons 

and special offers from the producers I can get cheese very cheaply, and sometimes at no cost. 
I’ll stock up then – if it’s not open, it keeps forever. If I have to freeze, I will sometimes do this 
– it’s ok when used in a casserole, but not very good for eating. I look for a price of a dollar (or 
less) for an eight ounce block of store cheese. I used about 3 ounces on these, sliced from a 
block, which is almost always less expensive than presliced. Cost 37 cents.

• Butter: A bit of a splurge, cost and calorie wise – but for taste and health, I’d rather use real 

butter than trans fat laden margarine or oils. Yes – they do have trans fat, even if the label says 
they don’t. Harvard, for instance, says unequivocally: “The key to a healthy diet is to substitute 
good fats for bad fats and to avoid trans fat.” While butter isn’t a healthy fat, many feel that 
trans fat is worse than saturated.

• Buy on deep specials, often around the holidays with store coupons. I shoot for $2.50 a pound 

and freeze, where it stays fine for months. Cost for this recipe: 3 1/2 tablespoons, 26 cents.
• Lunch meat or Deli Meat: Almost always pricey, full of doubtful ingredients and heavy on 

packaging, I seldom buy, but when I do, I look for specials and coupons. I often slice my own 
after cooking a larger roast, chicken or ham, but frankly, for a dish like this using a small 
amount it would pose a lot of cooking logistics! $1.99 for eight ounces, I estimate I used about 
three in this dish. 75 cents.

• Milk: Buy on sale – unopened it keeps a bit past it’s “sell by” date – then you can pick up one 

for the beginning of the week, and another at the end of the week for the week following. In our 
area, it is often on sale for $2.99 a gallon.

• Be careful with your milk, and even opened it will last a lot longer – pour, lid and put away, 

don’t bring it to the table or leave it on the counter while you eat dinner or down your cereal and
you’ll notice it stay fresh last MUCH longer. We’ve cut way back on dairy, as most health 
experts suggest – putting it away helps with that, too. Cost for a cup, about 8 cents.

• Bread crumbs: I've brought bread crumbs once, when a friend asked me if I'd pick up a can of 

Progresso Crumbs on my way to a dinner at their house. I was horrified how expensive they 
were. I always make my own from the left over bread and toss them in the freezer for when I 
need them (see my post on bread crumbs.) When I am sautéing or frying something, I use the 
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ones I've toasted rather than soft bread crumbs. Since they are made from a discarded 
ingredient, I don't count any cost.

• Fresh Herbs: I grow my own in the garden, and keep a few ones I often use on the back steps 

in a strawberry pot. When winter comes, I bring indoors. Indoors is not always ideal for herb 
growing, but since a plant costs about the same as a bunch, there's really no loss, even if it dies 
off; just snip and dry. Cost: nominal.

• Sherry: I really shop the sales and speak to the employees – I find I can find great wines for a 

pittance. If you have a wine shop you like, I find you can get mailings or emails for their best 
sales – often in the fall and spring. My last bottle of a basic sherry was $2.99 – I know, I know, 
they say always buy a wine you’d drink to cook with, but you’d be surprised at the bargains you
can get and how long you can use a bottle for quick little recipes like this. Sherry is a fortified 
wine and lasts forever - cost for this recipe is nominal.

• Flour: Buy around any holiday when it is on a great sale price, especially the winter Holidays. I

freeze all flour products when I bring them into my home for three days to avoid any issues. 
The five-pound bags are often much less expensive than the larger bags and are on sale so often,
that it isn’t necessary to buy the larger bags unless one does a lot of baking. Sometimes coupons
are available for the brand names during the sales. 5 pounds for $1.55 (Aldi) is about 17 cups, 
unsifted, 9 cents a cup. Cost for the recipe nominal.
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